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Topic and Scope 

This dissertation aims to investigate 19th-century wedding usher books and wedding usher 
verses in terms of text linguistics, as well as textual history and history of the genre. The prime rea-
son for the selection of this topic was the peculiar, dual nature of the area of scholarly research that 
these folkloric texts represent. On the one hand, the presence of a wedding usher, called v fély 
[vø fe j] and acting as a sort of ’master of ceremonies’ at rural weddings, is a widely known and 
amply documented fact of ethnography in almost the entire Carpathian Basin. Such wedding ushers 
recite rhymes while directing the wedding proceedings and entertaining  participants. Distributed in 
chapbooks or manuscripts, v fély verses have been known since the late 18th century as a common, 
indispensible and characteristic part of any wedding celebration. They are mostly rhymed in form 
and recited, closely and functionally following the various stages of the wedding. Over the past 180 
to 200 years, this custom has been extensively written about in very diverse bodies of literature, 
giving descriptions of varying complexity and quality. Collections of usher verses which have been 
published in print include thousands of titles, added to which are at least the same number of un-
published collections and handwritten sources held in public archives. Wedding ushers and usher 
verses maintained their presence in folk culture, and then, popular culture through the 19th and 20th

centuries, and survive to date. Though there have been some alterations due to changes in the cus-
toms of wedding celebrations, the texts discussed herein represent one of the most stable and long-
est-lived elements of Hungarian popular culture. The 21st century seems to see a renaissance of this, 
mainly as a ‘survival’ or ‘revival’ phenomenon of folklorism and a conscious preservation of cul-
tural heritage.  

Despite all this, researchers have shown, over the past decades, rather little interest in v fély 
books and v fély verses, a topic that has, until now, been lying outside of the purview of main-
stream research into folklore or poetic and cultural history. While some aspects of this field of wed-
ding poetics are covered in various works (mostly describing the customary scenarios of wedding 
celebrations), no monographic, comprehensive treatise has been written on this subject using a his-
torical perspective and methods of comparative philology. In this dissertation, an attempt is made to 
alleviate the symptoms of the contradictory duality of the subject and give an insight into the origin, 
history and variations of these commonly-known folkloric texts, as well as their important role as a 
link between written records and oral communication.  

The secondary reason for the selection of this topic is the fact that the collection and publica-
tion, in works of varying scope and quality, of wedding usher rhymes only gained momentum in the 
second half of the 20th century and primarily focussed on the textual traditions of the 20th century. 
Verses dating from earlier periods, though they are abundant in archival collections and manuscript 
sources, were covered and published to a very small extent only. The Collection of Texts attached 
hereto and related annotations are intended to make up for this deficit. Directly preceding my work 
was a research carried out from 2006 to 2009 by the Folklore Department of Eötvös Loránd Univer-
sity, Budapest, and titled Folklore Text Research, Philology, Historical Poetics. The 19th Century 
Corpus and Interpretation of Folklore Genres. Under that research programme, I worked over, in-
terpreted, digested and commented on the 19th-century wedding usher books which provide the 
source material for this dissertation. Therefore, my study is bolstered by basic research, aimed at 
exploring sources, and the resulting publication of over 500 texts from 19th-century primary manu-
script sources is intended to somewhat balance the dominance of 20th-century v fély verses in exist-
ing topical publications. 

The term 19th century in the title of this treatise does not accurately denote the period actual-
ly studied, for around one decade has been added to both the beginning and the end of the century to 
extend the timeframe studied to 120 years. This extension is because of the nature of the source 
material, as the first, and, in many respects, very uniform historical period of v fély books and 
verses extends from the publication, around 1790, of the first chapbooks to World War I. According 
to the current state of knowledge, the earliest printed wedding usher books were produced between 
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1789 and 1793 in the printing house of Vác, a town north of Budapest. Out of these, Péter Mátyus’s 
Wedding Usher Duties [V fények kötelessége…] and the one titled Brand New Wedding Usher Du-
ties [Újdonnan új v fény kötelesség] by an anonymous author, became prototypes for later authors 
in the genre to follow. The fact that no handwritten wedding usher book dating from the 18th centu-
ry has been unearthed to date shows the crucial importance of chapbooks in the history of the genre 
and, consequently, for the periodisation of the subject. The 1826 Makó Song Book is deemed to be 
the earliest. Early manuscripts include János Pántzél’s Song Book from the late 1830s and its con-
temporary, The Kisgy r Manuscript (1841–1843). The lack of folk manuscripts dating from before 
1800 (and now apparently before 1825) seems to suggest that these texts were produced and dis-
tributed more in the form of chapbooks than of manuscripts.  

The period studied herein ends with 1914, marked by the outbreak of World War I, which is 
generally recognised by ethnographers to be a dividing line between two periods. And it is very 
much so in terms of research into traditional customs, and more specifically, wedding customs, with 
mass conscription of young and middle-aged men in villages bringing a sudden end to the, until 
then, continuous practice of customs. As far as the subject of this treatise is concerned, mention 
should be made of two phenomena, one being an incipient effacement of the use of v fély verses 
and, more generally, the role of wedding ushers in several regions, the other being a significant de-
crease, starting from the 1920s, in the number of chapbooks printed for wedding ushers. Also, new 
publications were edited according to different principles and contained texts differing from earlier 
versions. 
 The beginning and end of the period defined in line with the nature of the subject almost 
precisely correspond to those of the era labelled by historians as ‘the long 19th century’. Beginning 
with the French Revolution in 1789 and ending with start of World War I in 1914 and the years of 
post-war peace treaties (1918-1921), this era encompasses uniform and interrelated processes of 
social, economic and cultural history, naturally subdivisible into shorter periods marked by political 
and military events. Hungary’s social, economic and cultural history organically integrated into 
pan-European processes (i.e. development of capitalism, embourgeoisement and spread of literacy) 
that provided a framework for the development of folk writings and wedding customs. 

Sources and Methodology 

 Handwritten v fély books and chapbooks survive in relatively high numbers from ‘the long 
19th century’, mostly accessible in various public archives. However, primary sources have not yet 
been explored on a national level. This means that no collection catalogues or directories are availa-
ble to help make at least a rough estimate of the number of researchable wedding usher books, ei-
ther manuscript or printed.  

Owing to the limitations of this dissertation, the considerable quantity of available source 
material was reduced to a volume capable of being reviewed and worked over by an individual re-
searcher. This reduction was done on a regional basis. The primary source material for this disser-
tation comprises nine manuscript v fély books from between 1839 and 1913. All but one come 
from north-eastern Hungary (today’s Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County), and all are considered to be 
initial sources. 

For the purpose of a comparative analysis of texts, another three groups of secondary 
sources were included. The first group consisted of period wedding usher books from northern 
Hungary whose handwritten originals were not available for research, but had been recorded or 
published by others (i.e. one folk manuscript from Gömör, three from Mez csát and one from Bán-
falva). The second group was that of sources from major regions of the Carpathian Basin that had 
already been published in literature (The Makó Song Book 1826, The Csepreg Wedding Usher Book
1865, The Pacsér Wedding Usher Book around 1880, and The Szék Wedding Usher Book 1896). 
Chapbooks represented the third large group of sources, which were not only compared to primary 
manuscripts but also to each other; hence a separate chapter on them. 
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The methods of critical text linguistics and comparative textual philology  were used to ex-
plore and analyse the texts. The research process was made up of three successive and logically 
connected stages. In the first stage, manuscript texts were explored using the same methods as those 
used by István Csörsz Rumen and Imola Küll s in interpreting and publishing handwritten public 
poetry from the 17th and 18th centuries over the past ten years. An interpretive reading of manu-
scripts were followed first by a literal and then a modernised transcription. Efforts were made to 
create a textually faithful, but not literal transcription (for ease of reading), which reflects historical 
and dialectical characteristics of the original text while complying with modern spelling and punc-
tuation rules. This method of textology partially corresponds to the usual practice of publishing old 
Hungarian literary texts, a difference lying in the fact that researchers of old Hungarian literature 
prefer a more literal transcription than folklorists do, who, having been accustomed to the varying 
quality of manuscripts from uneducated authors,  more readily use a modernised transcription of 
folk poetry. 

The second stage was about ‘delimiting’ and numbering stanzas and individual texts, fol-
lowed by a definition of content and function. Finally, texts were grouped according to the stages of 
wedding scenarios described in studies of folk customs. Guidance was primarily taken from  Vol-
ume 2 Public Poetry of the Repository of Old Hungarian Poetry RMKT XVIII/8; and, of course, 
from the structure of the manuscripts studied; the autochthonous titling and sequencing practices 
used by authors’; and the scenario-based structuring of chapbooks. The Collection of Texts attached 
hereto was structured on that basis. 

In the third stage of research, comparative textual philology was used to identify the origin, 
variants and changes of texts. As a first step, related variants were identified in the texts explored by 
myself, before they were grouped based on textual similarities. Then, the most comprehensive pos-
sible comparison was made with the above-mentioned secondary sources and preceding examples 
of public poetry. Using the method of comparative philology, an analysis of verses was carried out 
stanza by stanza, or often even line by line or couplet by couplet, to identify relationship and link-
age between the texts.  

The Research Tasks 

A review of the history of research into v fély rhymes shows that ethnographic/folklore lit-
erature has typically been given only incidental treatment. Accordingly, the direction, scope and 
quality of previous research vary greatly depending on the disciplinary focus of such research. The 
oldest and most important approach is that of the research into customary traditions which regular-
ly cover v fély verses in describing and analysing wedding events. Earlier approaches include re-
search into chap literature with related findings of history of printing, sociology of reading and cul-
tural history. Research into folk writings treats wedding usher books as a particular category of folk 
manuscripts from the additional perspectives of folklore aesthetics, the anthropology of writing and 
semantics. This subject is of interest for folk music research insofar as there are data available on 
tunes of v fély verses, wedding ushers’ sung repertoire and any dances they might perform. The 
most significant approach in terms of both scope and findings is research into rural nutrition: wed-
ding dinner related verses in v fély books are an excellent source of information on the various 
courses and dishes typical of festive meals in the 19th century. 

This dissertation fits into the range of research into public poetry, a borderline discipline be-
tween literary history and folkloristics. In the words of Imola Küll s, public poetry in the 16th to 
18th centuries “were written in the native language and mostly linked to a particular occasion and/or 
function. They do not contain authorial fiction, and are at least more determined by the occasion 
and the function than individual poetic invention. Texts from both identified and anonymous au-
thors were passed on (and varied) by word of mouth as well as in writing (in the form of handwrit-
ten copies and cheap printed material).” This definition is valid for 19th-century v fély rhymes, as 
well, which are, therefore, regarded as a historical successor of 16th-to-18th-century public poetry. 
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Public poetry was an intermediary through which there was a continuous bidirectional stream of 
‘goods’ (i.e. genres, texts, sujets, motifs, verse forms, etc.) between elite culture (literature) and 
popular culture (folklore). For the purpose of this dissertation, this brings about the need, firstly, to 
examine the social status and education of authors and copiers of handwritten wedding usher books 
and rhymes, as well as of professional/semi-professional wedding ushers; and secondly to take ac-
count of neoclassical/literate tools of poetry, stylistic features and themes which distinguish v fély 
verses from pieces of folk poetry and bring them more into the realm of public poetry. 

The questions raised herein are arranged into five main topical groups, which also define the 
chapters this treatise is divided into. The chapter called Description of Sources provides an analyti-
cal description of first the chapbooks and then the nine handwritten folk manuscripts, raising issues 
relating to folk writings in general with a view to pointing out the specificities that set v fély books 
apart from other folk manuscript genres. To this end, each manuscript is analysed in detail in terms 
of both form and substance, starting from origination and the appearance of the writing to internal 
structure, individual initials, indication of names and dating. 

Every chapbook and some of the manuscripts contain the verses in an order that corresponds 
to the customary sequence of events in any wedding scenario. A prerequisite for comparative analy-
sis is the identification  of comparable categories within the material available, the most obvious 
method of this being a grouping of text families according to contents and topics. To set up such a 
system, one needs to understand the 19th-century customs of weddings and the development thereof. 
The chapter titled A Customary Framework defines the types of weddings based on related litera-
ture (on-day, two-day and three-day weddings, held at one or two houses, including many transi-
tional versions), while making it clear that this treatise is aimed at studying texts and not research-
ing into customs. In addition to wedding event scenarios, this chapter also describes the role of 
wedding ushers and historical changes to this role.

Chapter four is called Comparative Analysis of Texts, first looking into the surviving forms 
of public poetry at three different levels, including clear textual analogies and concordance (surviv-
ing variants), characteristic topoi (e.g. a nonsense menu of dishes; divine nature of marriage) and 
some motifs (e.g. a captain seeking lodging for his army; Noah’s dove bringing a sign) that tend to 
recur. 

The comparative analysis was performed in line with the textual types of public poetry. For 
derisive rhymes, relatively few analogies were found, but multiple topoi and motifs of derisive 
rhymes about unmarried and married women, as well as about ethnic groups appear in v fély vers-
es. The derisive dispute of wedding ushers evokes disputes recorded in students’ and religious po-
lemic literature in the early modern age, as well as the classically-rooted, epically-worded rivalry 
and vituperation acted out in school dramas. As far as lying verses and wedding-time jesting verses 
are concerned, there are surprising examples of textual concordance, primarily including  the topoi 
of the world turned upside down, a land of plenty (a notion of El Dorado) and mythical animal 
fights. These were generally handed down from manuscript to manuscript, without the ‘mediation’ 
of chapbooks, sometimes keeping alive 17th-century motifs and types of texts. Examples of adhor-
tatory and educative poetry for wedding celebrations are mostly limited to the group of texts called 
wedding ushers’ dispute on marriage, though a multitude of other minor analogies are found, as 
well. All substantial/functional groups of v fély verses are strongly influenced  by 18th-century 
wedding celebration congratulatory verses, which migrate across the texts as formulary, common-
place stanzas, being loosely attached  to rhymes at various points within the scenario, normally in 
the form of introductory/welcome or closing/farewell passages. Other types of texts discussed in-
clude one example of both abecedaria (alphabetical acrostics) and parodies/travesties, which pre-
serve the traditions of school didactics. 

The three-level comparative analysis of texts is followed by a study of style and poiesis, bor-
rowed from public poetry. Drawing on the traditions of manuscript song poetry at colleges and no-
blemen’s poesy, the neoclassical style relies on two main elements. One of the two is the biblical 
style, showing direct influence of baroque preachings and congregational prayers. Biblical themes 
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and characters, as well as the presence in wedding usher verses of stories from the Old Testament 
indicate the religious/ecclesiastical origins of the genre. Similar to this is the frequent occurrence of 
classical mythological themes, mainly those of the Trojan saga; the difference being a better inte-
gration of biblical themes into the body of wedding usher verses. In this dissertation, a separate 
chapter is devoted to the description of verse forms, mainly focussing on rhyming, on top of metric 
and rhythmic aspects. Four-line monorhymes and couplets do not only determine versification, but 
also variation and the spreading of verses. 

The main question that arises regarding the variation of v fély verses is to what extent such 
variation resembles variation in other genres of folk poetry. Minor variations were due to mishear-
ing, ‘slips of the pen’ and textual corruptions that occurred in the course of copying/writing down 
texts. A break-up into stanzas and the consequential phenomena of contamination and migrant stan-
zas are, however, much more prominent in the texts, clearly bearing witness to the process of adopt-
ing them into folklore. 

Research Findings 

1) Wedding usher books as a part of folk writings. The special role of v fély books in the 
sphere of folk writings is typified by a duality resulting from their being transitional between manu-
script and print. There exist multiple genres and types of manuscript and print materials that occupy 
a clear position in the complex system of relations between folklore and writings. Most types of 
folk manuscript books (e.g. accounts statements, economic journals, battlefield diaries, prisoner of 
war diaries, peacetime soldier’s book, biography and memoirs) never saw print or made their way 
into the print realm of popular culture. With certain limitations, miscellaneous collections, song 
books, poetry collections, church-ale books and prayer books fall into this category, as they retained 
the complexity and diversity of repertoire typical of manuscript works – despite having ‘chapbook 
equivalents’. Similarly, some types of print materials (mostly almanacs) were never reproduced in 
handwriting, with only some texts or other parts (e.g. perpetual calendars) being copied from them 
by authors of folk manuscripts. In contrast with these, v fély books simultaneously and equipon-
derantly exist in the forms of both manuscript and printed materials, and the  resulting permanent 
interaction between the two spheres exerts a crucial influence on the entire genre. 

As an outcome of the review of wedding usher chapbooks, a classification was drawn up, 
placing nationally distributed 19th-century publications into eight basic categories from A to H. This 
review showed to what extent some v fély books, marked as “brand new” or “the newest”, drew on 
previously published booklets of the same kind, and whether they actually introduced any novelty. 
Several v fély verses survived unchanged for two centuries (e.g. Vajda, heged knek álljon meg 
zengése… [106.] or Szívvidámításra Isten a bort adta…[277.]), with the well-tried texts of the first 
chapbooks types A, B, C and D being carried over into publications of the 1920s and 1930s. As a 
result, numerous late-18th-century wedding usher verses have survived to date and integrated into 
the ‘revival-type’ folklorism of wedding events.  

It was, of course, not by chance that certain texts would survive the era of chapbooks and 
found their way into later publications. Saleability was the main driving force behind chapbook 
publication: it was financially worthwhile to include fashionable, well-known, current and popular 
wedding celebration verses (i.e. the ones adopted into folklore and generally accepted by public 
taste) in sets of new ones. The best-tried rhymes that could be made good use of by wedding ushers 
and were enjoyed by wedding guests  would be reinforced by publishing houses, and their going 
into print ensured distribution at a national level and adoption into local community folklore. 

Three transitional phenomena were discovered in relation to chapbooks. Printed v fély 
books show signs of printers/typesetters sometimes using the creative methods of verbal communi-
cation in producing the booklets. Indicative of this are several small variations introduced by people 
who might be more keen on how the texts sounded than what they looked like. A review of the re-
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sulting discrepancies (in make-up, spelling, updating and textual corruption) shows that even chap-
books exist in different versions and such versions are, to some extent, the products of an education 
based on oral traditions. A closer identification of the extent of this would require a comparative 
analysis of a high number of different types of chapbooks. 

b) Authors of v fély chapbooks come from two different social classes and represent two 
distinct levels of education. The first group includes the authors who probably pursued wedding 
usherhsip themselves and had the texts they actively used published in print. They might be either 
members of the rural intellectual elite, or individuals gifted enough to become, through self-
teaching, ‘peasant poets’ or folk rhymers in their communities. For them, chapbooks meant a means 
of achieving a higher social status. The other groups is made up of intellectuals (men of letters, edi-
tors of papers and journals, priests, artists) of aristocratic descent or, later, of the upper middle-
class, who had an education that was level with European standards. They were motivated to write 
verses either by a good intention of educating people or simply by pecuniary needs. For them, pub-
lication in chapbooks meant a way of entering the sphere of popular literature and mass demand. 
Therefore, being transitional in this respect also constitutes   intermediary function – the phenome-
non of v fély chapbooks was one of the very first signs of unification into a single mass culture. 

c) An examination of the use of chapbooks reveals that wedding ushers tried to make them 
as personal as possible. To this end, they annotated printed texts with handwritten notes, additions 
and guidelines, eventually causing chapbooks to shift in form towards manuscript v fély books. 
Further study of the resulting transitional versions between print and manuscript would require a 
multitude of original publications that had been in active use for decades.  

The examination of handwritten sources (mostly by means of a meticulous comparison of  
tables of contents) has helped outline the main types of manuscripts. Manuscript v fély books can 
be divided into a total of six categories according to function, origination and authorship: 

Scenario-type collections 
Miscellaneous collections 
Collections written down (copied) in one go 
Continuously expanding collections 
Single-authored collections 
Multi-authored (multi-generation) manuscripts 
The above simple categories are likely to be applicable not only to wedding usher books, but 

also to other genres of folk writings, provided that account is taken of the specificities of other 
manuscript types. Accordingly, ‘scenario-type’ should be replaced with a term appropriate for the 
subject of research. For instance, handwritten battlefield diaries or PoW diaries either follow a tem-
poral sequence (i.e. are chronological/scenario-like) or are compiled randomly (i.e. miscellaneous).  
 A folkloristic mode of creative writing, already documented in academic literature relating 
to research into peasants’ biographies, is evidenced in a certain group of v fély books. This associa-
tive mode of writing is also characteristic of true stories and accounts of experiences, creating the 
narrative on a one-thought-leads-to-another basis. Wedding usher verses provide an excellent op-
portunity to research this phenomenon, as v fély books are often found to be structured in a seem-
ingly discursive, but actually associative manner, despite the fact that the most obvious basis for a 
structure would be the chronology of the events of a wedding, which would also facilitate both the 
writing down and the learning of texts. 
 Regional variation of texts, though often discussed in the literature, cannot be substantiated. 
The body of 19th-century v fély verse manuscripts  shows considerable uniformity, which is clearly 
due to the unifying influence of chapbooks. The multitude of ‘one-off’ texts found in certain manu-
scripts does not result from regional differentiation, but from individual authorship and variation 
causing the formation of a vast number of invariants. It is true, though, that the Great Plain is the 
only region of Hungary from where manuscript v fély books dating from the mid- or early 19th cen-
tury are available. Old manuscripts that may possibly be unearthed in other main regions (Transyl-
vania, in particular) will be bound to further refine this simplified conclusion. 
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2) Findings relating to the history of the genre and motifs. Approximately 5 to 10 per cent of 
the over 500 texts covered by this research have proved to be directly related to works of 18th-
century public poetry, or, at least sharing a few textually identical lines or stanzas. These analogies 
are often so close as to raise a serious need for further detailed investigation into the history of and 
connections between these manuscripts, as well as into the lives of authors. It should be briefly not-
ed that it is primarily The Kisgy r Manuscript, János Pántzél’s Song Book and The Taktabáj Wed-
ding Usher Book that contain text families surviving from the 18th century. 

These sometimes surprising analogies typically occur among the examples of wedding-time 
jesting poetry. Derisive rhymes and lying verses, as well as related examples of adhortatory and 
educative poetry tend to be missing from the repertoire of chapbooks, but are found in several vari-
ants in manuscript public poetry. This phenomenon suggests that chapbooks contain only a specific 
portion of v fély verses in common use in the 19th century –  the portion that was regarded as com-
pletely socially acceptable and ‘presentable’. At the same time, works, such as the Masquerade 
Verse (No. 327), which were not adopted into the recognised, standard repertoire of wedding usher 
books because of containing obsolete, archaic or just unprintable passages, did certainly survive 
either in oral tradition or manuscripts. However, The Taktabáj Wedding Usher Book from the late 
19th century and The Pacsér Wedding Usher Book, identical in many respects with its Taktabáj 
counterpart, provide evidence of pieces of public poetry surviving 100 to 150 years. 

In addition to textual analogies, a considerable number of themes, topoi, motifs and phrases 
analogous with those used in public poetry can be identified. The tone and style of the entire genre 
are determined by solemn congratulatory verses that are inserted, often as single stanzas, into 
chains of jesting stanzas or stanzas explaining a particular custom. Addresses, congratulations, 
greetings, blessings, farewells and gift requests expressed  in these verses originate in 18th century 
wedding poetry. 

The often-quoted neoclassical style of v fély verses is rooted  in biblical and classical myth-
ological themes of public poetry. Biblical features clearly prevail, which is due to the authors’ reli-
gious background and the religious education of rural intellectuals behind wedding usher verses. 
Prose texts follow the practice of protestant preaching. Biblical themes, figures and motifs present 
in verse always have the practical function of providing education in religious morals. In contrast, 
classical mythological figures appear with misquoted, misheard, misunderstood or just fictitious 
names, very often in texts aimed to entertain. Further research could be undertaken into biblical 
references to make comparisons to preaching literature and protestant liturgical books (i.e. agenda). 

The diversity of verse forms in public poetry did not pass down to v fély verses, the latter 
generally using monorhymed quatrains with twelve-syllable lines, divided by a caesura in the mid-
dle (i.e. the so-called Gyöngyösi stanza, which was the most frequently used stanza in poetry by 
college students and noblemen in the 18th century). A variant of the same is a quatrain with a double 
couplet, occasionally developing into six-line or ten-line stanzas. A presumable influence of 11-
syllable and 13-syllable lines of new-style folks songs is shown by the very frequent disruption and 
fluctuation of the properly caesuraed, isometric 12-syllable scheme in v fély verses. 

3) Changes throughout the 19th century. The most important historical change is a shift in 
the proportions of texts types, text groups and text forms used within the genre. The number of 
prose orations and solemn speeches in a preacher-like tone, prominent at the beginning of the peri-
od, was more or less halved by the end of the century and replaced by rhymed verses in certain 
thematic/functional positions (e.g. of calling verses). Wedding-time jesting verses were practically 
axed from the repertoire by the early 20th century and limited to a couple of text types. (The “jesting 
recruiting verse” and the “wedding ushers’ dispute on marriage” would remain in use for long 
throughout Hungary.) There was a simultaneous increase in the number and diversity of verses re-
cited to introduce the various courses of the wedding dinner being served. Such verses take up near-
ly half or one-third of, in particular, late chapbooks. 
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Such shifts in proportions and structural changes are, of course, interconnected with a trans-
formation of the process of wedding celebrations and the role of wedding ushers. The economic and 
social transformation taking place in the late 19th century (embourgeoisement of  the peasantry) 
arguably brought about both a strengthening of the custom of rural weddings with v fély verses and 
a simplification resulting in a diminishing use of v fély verses. The number of manuscript v fély 
books existing at the time and the chances of finding them today in the various regions are likely to 
be closely related to the regional extent of this transformation of folk culture. 

Changes in the scenario of wedding celebrations can hardly be traced in v fély books. In the 
case of manuscript books, the reasons are numerous. Miscellaneous collections and ‘associatively-
written' manuscript books are, by nature, not suitable as a basis for a study into the sequence of 
events of any wedding celebration. Existence or non-existence of certain  texts may be the only in-
dication in this regard. For multi-authored/multi-generation manuscripts, the time span covered and 
the ever-expanding system of text units stemming from each other make it impossible to identify 
changes in the sequence of events. (Later authors only add to or complement the existing body of 
text.) And the scenario-type and single-authored manuscripts, as well as those written down in one 
go have often turned out to be fragments of the original. Apparently, chapbooks functioned the oth-
er way round to manuscripts by not recording existing customs, but rather promoting a scenario 
defined by an author or publisher. Therefore, v fély books and v fély verses should not be the basis 
for any attempt to reconstruct the process of wedding celebrations in the 19th century. 

Continued investigation into these changes could be a main focus of further research. To that 
end, the v fély book material from Makó, which has not yet been fully reviewed and thoroughly 
analysed, can be of better use than the one from Kisgy r, discussed herein. General conclusions 
could be much better substantiated if results of new case studies, such as the Kisgy r one, were 
available. 

4) Variation and distribution. A numerical assessment has shown that the overwhelming 
majority (approximately one half) of v fély verses are unique and without any folkloristic variants. 
The proportion of direct copies from chapbooks has been found to amount to a mere 10 per cent, 
much less than expected. These two findings suggest that wedding usher verses were products of a 
real creative/re-creative process, allowing individual authorial invention to play a relatively signifi-
cant part. The ways of variation and distribution of them, however, follow the general rules of the 
variation and distribution of other types of folklore works. In addition to direct copying, the for-
mation of contaminated chains of stanzas, a frequent occurrence of migrant stanzas and migrant 
couplets and the functional differentiation of texts may result in variants being produced. Verse 
form and rhyming are of pivotal importance: monorhymed quatrains normally stay together, while 
double couplets tend to be detached into separate couplets that migrate between texts. 
 Of particular interest are the findings on the direction of the distribution of texts. On top of 
copying from chapbooks to manuscripts, there was a great deal of copying between manuscripts, as 
well as of creating handwritten records of oral tradition and from memory. For the chapbook titled 
The Great Plans Wedding Usher Book, firm data are available to substantiate that the verses pub-
lished in this chapbook could have had existed in manuscript before, that is to say, chapbook au-
thors also drew on manuscript collections that came into their hands. Accordingly, the genre of 
v fély verses was created and passed down, across the 19th century, through the constant cycle of 
oral, manuscript and print communication. 

5) Findings relating to cultural and social history. The wedding usher books covered by this 
research suggest that the writing and use of v fély books were strongly linked to Hungary’s Re-
formed denomination. This may be explained either by higher levels of literacy and traditions of 
college  studentship, or the traditional roles of ‘people’s officials’ rooted in a democratic stance of 
the Reformed church. Accordingly, miscellaneous collections primarily feature, on top of wedding 
celebration verses, religious texts (catechism, Christmas and Easter songs written to the tunes of 
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psalms, biblical poems and funeral songs). Out of these, funeral farewell verses represent the largest 
group and are the most closely related to v fély verses from the form, substance and function points 
of view (see ‘farewells to the bride’). A possible focus of further research may be a detailed com-
parison between the two genres, as well as the exploration and publication of manuscript sources 
containing both v fély verses and funeral farewell verses/funeral songs.  

As far as the history of rural literacy is concerned, it should be noted that there was a gradual 
rise in the number of manuscripts towards the end of the century. These manuscripts were becoming 
increasingly uniform in terms of appearance, spelling and punctuation – as a direct outcome of 
compulsory schooling becoming universal. While showing varied levels of literacy, the authors 
normally write well and all take a conscious authorial position. Their writings are marked by an 
endeavour to achieve uniqueness and individuality, with emphasis being placed on their own crea-
tive contribution – even when they include in their collections widely-known rhymes copied and 
adopted from chapbooks into folklore. 

Attached to this dissertation is a comprehensive Collection of Texts  with 512 wedding usher 
verses in 364 text families. The method of publishing and commenting texts is in line with the prin-
ciples set out in Volume 2 Public Poetry of the Repository of Old Hungarian Poetry RMKT 
XVIII/8. The Comments to the texts, arranged in groups according to content and topic, include 
information on manuscript sources of variants, the analogies identified, the explanation of vernacu-
lar expressions found in the texts, as well as the results of related research into traditional customs, 
material ethnography and cultural history. 
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